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Traversality

...
-

Defn. Smooth wild M, embsubmfldss.' M intersect

transversely when YpeSnS', TpM=TpS+ IpS'-

· Fir ->M smooth. emb sebmfld S=M than F is traverse
to S when Fx F"s, TFM =

TFGS +dFaTyN.

↑>



Note: Submersions are transverse to everything
· SiS'EM transversr iffis transverse to S'

· FiN ->M transverse to peM (viewed as a

submfld) when Amy.*.*F"*

Ihm N,M senmiflds, SEM emb subrfld

(a) IfF: N-> M is smooth a transverse to S, then

F"S = N is an emb submufld with codimpF"s=codiums.

(b) If S'=M is an emb subrufld intersecting stransversely
then SASis an emb subfld ofM ofcodim =wodimmS+codiums.



of (a) =>(b) by taking F=vs
(a) Letm =dimM, k=codimms. For xeFS, tahn Unbia

of F(x) and local defining fu 4:4-x" for with
UnS =4"0.

wiS O is a regular value ofyoF [whence F-SnF"U

=(4.F1,-n)"0 and down by reg level set thin).

For ze ToR*& pE/40F)"0, 4 regular Jy+TEsp1M
s.t. d4=p(y)

=

7. Since I transverse to S, we can

write
y

=yo+dF() for some you TECp)S, re T, N.



B/cY coust on SMU, dY) 40)
=

0. Bychain rule

d(90F),(r) =dYFp)(dp(r))
=dYF(p)(yu +drp(u))

=d4Fp)(y)
=z. V

-.E



* can two curves in R intersect tranversely?

A smouth family ofmaps F,:N ->M, seS is a smooth
smooth mfld

mepFiNxS -M with FI-,s)=Fs

Nth If S is counid, then F, = F,Vs,tES. Indeed,

may restrict
F to a path froms to t togeta ltpy.

The Parametric Transversality (N,M smooth mflds, X =M

absebufldEs:N-mlcss) smoothfamilyofmap is transe
to X.



R W =F"X =Nxembsabrrfld. Leti=i2: Nas -> S.

Claim ESCS Is is a regular value of"1w3
=(x-5)F, transvers to X)

Then CAS "fall measure"-> RHS full measure.
-

complement
measure O - true by Sard

suppose seS is a

reg
value ofilw. For peFX arbitrary,

Setg
=F, (p) + X. wiS TqM:TqX+d(Fs),TpN,

- know TaM TaX +dF,p,sp,siNYS) bICF transverse to X.

- Also T,S dass Tiss,(NYS) bens regrade ofalw



- By HW (ISM6-10), Ty,sIW =dF,"TqX

=>dF,, Tp.sW
=TqX.

For weTgM arbitrary, need veTaX, ye TpN sit.

w
=

v +d(Fs)p(y) -

⑰

By D, Jr, eTqX, (y.,z,1 =TpNxT,S =p,s/NxS) s.t.

w
=

v, +dF,,s(y),z,)
Choose (by81, Gyn,z2) =TypsiN with dispass (yr, z2) =

E..



Have En= z, since it is proj'. By linearity,

dFs (yx,z)
=

dFps,(y2,z) +dsp,sy, -y, zi)

Sia satisfied by vi v, +dFpss (yz,zi)
y

=

y,
-

yz.

scheck this!)

Ihm (transverse up tohomotopy) M,N anmflds, X =m emb

submfld. Every smooth map f:N+M
is hopic to a

smooth map giN+M thatis transverse to X.



#suffices toconstructF:NxBy -> M transverse to A

with F. if. (Why?

By Whitney embedding, Mas IR for some k.

Letus be a tubular abled of Min RM, will ->M smooth

retraction +submersion. Take S:M - Ms0
x

sup (= 1) B,(x) =U)
I smooth a:N-Rco with 0<e(p) < f(f(p)) YpeN.

-
unitball in R

Define FiNxBrM

(p.3)-r(f(p)+e(p)s)
u



=U b/c (e(p)s/ <e(p) < SCIp1)

F is smooth and F. if ber is a retraction

For peN, F(sp3xBw is the local differ srf(p)relp),

followed by submersion - hence itis transverse to X.

W:--I-


